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Abstract

Model-based economic optimization of the water-flooding process in oil reser-

voirs suffers from high levels of uncertainty both in geological reservoir pa-

rameters and in economic parameters such as (future) oil price. In order to

improve robustness of the solutions, a scenario-based approach is used, where

the geological uncertainty is characterized by an ensemble of model realiza-

tions and the economic uncertainty is defined by an ensemble of varying oil

prices. Different robust approaches have been introduced in the literature,

such as mean and mean-variance optimization (MVO). Due to the symmet-

ric nature of variance, MVO equally penalizes both the worst and the best

cases. In this paper we apply concepts from the theory of risk, as a systematic

approach to handling uncertainty, allowing an asymmetric treatment of un-

certainty, and targeting at improving the worst-case economic performance

without heavily compromising the best-cases. Besides the earlier mentioned
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approaches, we investigate worst-case robust optimization and Conditional

Value-at-Risk (CVaR), as well as a deviation measure, semi-variance, to eval-

uate their performance in the considered water-flooding process. Both geo-

logical and economic uncertainty are considered. Simulations are performed

on a literature benchmark problem (the ’standard egg model’).

Keywords: Water-flooding optimization, Theory of risk, Uncertainty, Risk

measures, Robust optimization, Economic optimization

1. Introduction1

Water-flooding involves the injection of water in an oil reservoir to in-2

crease oil production. Dynamic optimization of the water-flooding process3

has shown significant scope for improvement of the economic life-cycle perfor-4

mance of oil fields compared to more conventional strategies, see e.g., [1–6].5

In these studies a financial measure, i.e., Net Present Value (NPV), is maxi-6

mized. One of the key challenges in this model-based economic optimization7

is the high level of uncertainty arising from the limited knowledge of model8

parameters and from strongly varying economic conditions. As a result, the9

potential advantages of this optimization are not fully realized and the risk10

of loosing the expected economic objective is very high.11

Among various approaches to optimization under uncertainty, the theory12

of risk provides a systematic approach to handling uncertainty. It helps in13

modeling (or defining) risk of uncertainty, measuring it, and also provides14

tools to minimize or manage the effect of it, see e.g., [7, 8]. Risk is a broad15

concept being applied in different social sciences and humanities, e.g., ethics,16

psychology, medicine, economics etc. The typical definition of risk as used17
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in the oil industry is ’probability times consequence’, i.e., the probability18

of occurrence of an undesirable event times some quantitative measure of19

the outcome of that event. In the early 50’s, Markowitz [9] has introduced20

a ’risk-return’ portfolio selection approach, where the risk is characterized21

as the variance of the returns. In [7], an axiomatic approach to define risk22

measures has been introduced. In [10] and [11], the relevant properties of23

risk and deviation measures have been presented.24

In the petroleum engineering literature, various robust approaches to han-25

dle uncertainty have been discussed from various perspectives. In [12], a so-26

called robust optimization approach has been introduced, which maximizes27

an average NPV over an ensemble of geological model realizations. In [13],28

a symmetric mean-variance optimization (MVO) approach has been imple-29

mented honoring geological uncertainty. MVO quantifies the risk as the vari-30

ance of the NPV distribution and with a maximization of the average NPV31

also minimizes the risk (variance of NPV distribution). In [14], these ap-32

proaches have been extended to consider economic uncertainty characterized33

by varying oil price scenarios. Similar MVO approaches, e.g., for a well-34

placement problem have been described in [15–17]. One of the drawbacks35

of the risk-averse mean-variance optimization is the symmetric nature of the36

objective which equally penalizes both the best and the worst-case values.37

The decision maker, in a maximization problem, is mainly concerned with the38

objective function values below the average value, i.e., the lower tail of the39

objective function distribution, thus the use of downside or asymmetric risk-40

averse approaches in water-flooding optimization becomes highly relevant.41

A multi-objective optimization that maximizes the average of the objective42
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function and the worst-case value with only geological uncertainty has been43

implemented in [18]. In [19], different symmetric and asymmetric risk mea-44

sures have been reviewed and their suitability for water-flooding optimization45

has been studied. The authors proposed the use of conditional value-at-risk46

(CVaR) ([20]) and the worst-case approach ([21]) as appropriate measures47

for risk minimization. In [22], a set of time-explicit (TE) methods has been48

introduced which offers a reduction of geological and economic risks using49

concepts of multi-objective optimization and risk mitigation techniques. In50

[23], CVaR is used for constraint handling with daily production optimiza-51

tion by adjusting the gas lift rates and wellhead pressure under capacity con-52

straints. Model-predictive control (MPC) has been used as a reference track-53

ing controller in [24], which balances short-term and long-term objectives54

based on a time-varying oil price. In [25], an augmented Lagrangian method55

has been used with Stochastic-Simplex-Approximate-Gradient (StoSAG) al-56

gorithm which maximizes the expected NPV and minimizes the associated57

risk. In these studies, a detailed analysis of asymmetric risk and deviation58

measures for improving the downside NPV values (worst-cases) for water-59

flooding optimization and their affect on the best-cases and average NPV60

values has not been addressed. Furthermore, these studies focus on geologi-61

cal uncertainty and an explicit inclusion of economic uncertainty is generally62

not considered.63

The main contribution of this work is to address the question: how can64

well-defined risk and deviation measures in the theory of risk be beneficial in65

reducing the effect of uncertainty in the achieved NPV and in particular in66

improving the worst-case values without heavily penalizing the best-case val-67
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ues? We explicitly consider both geological as well as economic uncertainty.68

Asymmetric or downside risk and deviation measures such as the worst-case69

max-min approach ([26]), CVaR ([20]) and semi-variance optimization ([9])70

are considered and their suitability for the water-flooding optimization in71

terms of improving the worst-case values are compared and validated on a72

standard benchmark ensemble of reservoir models (the standard egg model,73

see [27]). The worst-case approach, that maximizes the worst-case in a given74

uncertainty set, and the CVaR, defined as the average of some percentage75

of the worst-case scenarios, allow for an asymmetric shaping of the objective76

function distribution. The asymmetric deviation measure, semi-variance,77

originally proposed in [9], provides a measure for the return being below the78

expected return. Geological and economic uncertainties are characterized79

by an ensemble of reservoir models and oil price scenarios respectively. To80

analyse and evaluate the particular effect of each form of uncertainty on the81

obtained NPV, both forms of uncertainties are not considered simultaneously.82

The joint geological-economic uncertainty reduction is computationally ex-83

pensive and considered as a future research direction. This paper is based84

on the preliminary results of [28, 29] but developed and formulated here in85

a systematic and unified framework.86

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces water-flooding87

optimization and uncertainty quantification. Section 3 discusses worst-case88

optimization. In section 4, CVaR optimization with simulation results is89

presented. Semi-variance optimization is discussed in Section 5, followed by90

conclusions in Section 6.91
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2. Handling uncertainty using risk and deviation measures92

Nominal water-flooding optimization without uncertainty is a determin-93

istic optimization problem given as:94

max
u

J(u,θ), (1)95

96

where u is the decision variable, J is the economic objective, e.g., NPV and θ97

represents model and/or economic parameters. NPV can be mathematically98

represented as follows:99

J =
K∑
k=1

[
ro · qo,k − rw · qw,k − rinj · qinj,k

(1 + b)
tk
τt

·∆tk

]
, (2)100

101

where ro, rw and rinj are the oil price, the water production cost and the102

water injection cost in [$/m3] respectively. K represents the production life-103

cycle, i.e., the total number of time steps k, and ∆tk the time interval of time104

step k in [days]. The term b is the discount rate (expressed as a fraction) for105

a certain reference time τt. The terms qo,k, qw,k and qinj,k represent the flow106

rates of produced oil, produced water and injected water at time step k in107

[m3/day].108

In the presence of uncertainty, the parameter vector belongs to uncer-109

tainty space (Θ) and it may be represented by a random variable with some110

probability distribution. Consequently, the objective J becomes a random111

variable. A risk measure is defined as functional R : J → R and it can112

be quantified as a surrogate for the overall cost. Risk management aims at113

minimizing the risk measure given as follows ([11], [19]):114

min
u
R(J(u,θ ∈ Θ)). (3)115

116
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The pioneering work of [7, 30] and [31] has provided axiomatic properties to117

ensure that the functional R is a good quantifier of the risk and has framed118

the concept of coherency of the risk measures. Coherency implies that if the119

nominal optimization problem, e.g., eq. (1), is convex, minimization of the120

coherent risk measure, as in eq. (3), is also convex. The optimization of121

NPV in water-flooding is a highly complex large-scale non-convex optimiza-122

tion problem and therefore, irrespective of coherency of the risk measures, the123

overall problem stays non-convex. One of the first steps in handling uncer-124

tainty is the modeling (quantification) of the uncertainty space. A general125

practice of quantifying uncertainty in water-flooding optimization involves126

considering an ensemble of uncertain parameters [12, 13]. This is equivalent127

to descretizing the uncertainty space, i.e., ΘN := {θ1,θ2, · · · ,θN}, where θi128

is a realization of the uncertain parameter in an ensemble of N members.129

In [12], a so-called robust optimization approach has been introduced130

where an average NPV over an ensemble of geological model realizations has131

been maximized, which is given as follows:132

JMO =
1

Ngeo

Ngeo∑
i=1

Ji, (4)133

134

where Ngeo is the number of model realizations. We reserve the name robust135

optimization for worst-case optimization and refer to the work of [12] as136

mean optimization (MO). It can easily be seen that the averaging approach137

includes uncertainty in the optimization framework but does not minimize138

the effect of it on the achieved NPV. MO is also referred to as a risk-neutral139

strategy. The Markowitz risk-return portfolio selection approach involves a140

quantitative characterization of risk in terms of the variance of the returns141
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distribution [9]. With the reduction of variance of the objective function142

(NPV) distribution, the MVO offers some robustness and will reduce the143

uncertainty in the achieved NPV. The MVO approach can be written as:144

JMVO = JMO − γJV AR, (5)145
146

where JV AR represents the variance of the NPV distribution and γ > 0 is147

a weighting parameter. As a symmetric risk measure, MVO also penalizes148

the upper tail of the NPV distribution, i.e., reduces the best-case values. In149

the next sections, the focus will be on the asymmetric shaping of the NPV150

distribution. Among various risk/deviation measures, worst-case, CVaR and151

the semi-variance are considered.152

3. Worst-case robust optimization153

Worst-case (robust) optimization (WCO) is a deterministic approach and154

assumes that the uncertain parameter is known only within certain bounds,155

i.e., it is assumed to belong to an uncertainty set Θ. It optimizes the worst156

possible case of the considered problem and solves a max-min problem. A157

typical unconstrained worst-case robust optimization problem can be stated158

as:159

max
u

min
θ
J(u,θ), (6)160

161

where θ ∈ Θ is the vector of uncertain parameters. The worst-case approach162

obtains an optimal solution u∗ by maximizing the objective J for the worst-163

case value of the uncertain parameter θ. The above max-min problem can164

not be differentiated, and therefore it can not be directly optimized using a165

gradient-based scheme. For a scenario-based approach with an ensemble of166
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model realizations, a common approach is to reformulate the above max-min167

problem in an epigraph form by adding a slack variable z with additional168

constraints given as follows [21]:169

max
u,z

z,

s.t. z ≤ Ji(u,θi) ∀i, i = 1, 2, · · · , Ngeo.

(7)170

171

Therefore, for a total number of ensemble members Ngeo, there will be Ngeo172

additional constraints, which also increases the computational complexity.173

As the worst-case optimization only focuses on the lowest value of the NPV174

distribution, it does not penalize the best cases and provides an asymmetric175

shaping.176

The WCO formulation as in eq. (7) may result in an undesired reduction177

of the average objective function value. Therefore, in order to give the deci-178

sion maker a preference to choose a worst-case improvement for a given level179

of average NPV, a mean-worst case optimization (MWCO) problem can be180

formulated as follows:181

JMWCO = JMO + λJWCO, (8)182
183

where JWCO is the worst-case objective and λ > 0 is a weighting parameter184

which balances the average and the worst-case objectives.185

For the case of economic uncertainty, as the uncertain parameter (varying186

oil prices, rok , k = 1, 2, · · ·K) is affecting NPV linearly, the worst-case for-187

mulation in eq. (7) is simply equivalent to a nominal optimization with the188

worst oil price scenario in the ensemble, provided that it can be identified in189

the ensemble, i.e., riok 6= rjok , k = 1, 2, · · ·K, i 6= j, and therefore, it simplifies190

the constrained WCO approach in eq. (7) to a single optimization problem.191
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In order to investigate whether the worst-case optimization leads to at-192

tractive results for the water-flooding process, simulation examples with ge-193

ological and economic uncertainties are considered in the next sub-sections.194

The concepts of mean-CVaR and mean-semi variance optimization are dis-195

cussed afterwards.196

3.1. Simulation example under geological uncertainty197

In all the simulation examples under geological uncertainty, the only198

source of uncertainty is the unknown model parameters. The economic pa-199

rameters are considered as fixed.200

3.1.1. Simulation tools201

All the simulation experiments in this work are performed using MAT-202

LAB Reservoir Simulation Toolbox (MRST) [32]. In this work, a gradient-203

based optimization approach is used where the gradients are obtained by204

solving a system of adjoint equations, see, e.g., [33]. An optimization solver205

KNITRO [34] is then used with an interior point method to iteratively con-206

verge to a (possibly local) optimum.207

3.1.2. Reservoir models208

We use an ensemble of Ngeo = 100 geological realizations of the standard209

egg model, see [27]. Each model is a three-dimensional realization of a chan-210

nelized reservoir produced under water flooding conditions with eight water211

injectors and four producers based on the original egg model proposed in212

[12]. The true permeability field is considered to be the unknown parameter213

and the number of 100 realizations is assumed to be large enough to be a214

good representation of this parametric uncertainty space. The life cycle of215
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each reservoir model is 3600 days. The absolute-permeability field of the first216

realization in the set is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the permeability fields

Figure 1: Permeability field of realization 1 of a set of 100 realizations

([12],[27]). The permeability is expressed in mDarcy = 9.87× 10−16m2.

217

of six randomly chosen realizations of the standard egg model in an ensemble218

of 100 realizations. Each realization in the set is considered as equiprobable.219

Figure 2: Permeability fields of 6 randomly chosen realizations ([12],[27])

220

3.1.3. Economic data for NPV221

In this example, all economic parameters are considered as fixed. An un-222

discounted NPV, i.e., with discount factor b = 0, is used. The other economic223

parameters, i.e., oil price ro, water injection rinj and production cost rw, are224

chosen as 126 $
m3 , 6 $

m3 and 19 $
m3 respectively.225
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3.1.4. Control input226

The control input u involves injection flow rate trajectories for each of227

the eight injection wells. The minimum and the maximum rate for each228

injection well are set as 0.2m3

day
and 79.5m3

day
respectively. The production wells229

operate at a constant bottom-hole pressure of 395bar. The control input u230

is reparameterized in control time intervals with input parameter vector ϕ.231

For each of the eight injection wells, the control input u is reparameterized232

into ten time periods of tϕ of 360 days during which the injection rate is233

held constant at value ϕi. Thus the input parameter vector ϕ consists of234

Nu = 8× 10 = 80 elements.235

Results236

The results for the WCO approach are compared to MO and MVO with237

the same control and economic parameters. MVO, as given in eq. (5), is238

performed for different values of γ, i.e., γ ∈ [1 × 10−6, 3 × 10−6, 7 × 10−6].239

These MVO results have also been presented in [14]. The optimal strate-240

gies obtained from solving WCO, MO and MVO for different values of γ241

are applied to the ensemble of 100 reservoir model realizations, resulting242

in 100 different NPVs for each strategy. The corresponding approximate243

PDFs are obtained by applying a non-parametric Kernel Density Estimation244

(KDE) with MATLAB routine ’ksdensity ’ on these NPV values, with results245

as shown in Fig. 3. In this case, MO results in the highest achieved average246

NPV with a longer lower tail than the other two methods. It does not at-247

tempt to shape the NPV distribution, and therefore MO is also known as a248

risk-neutral approach. MVO is a symmetric measure and aims at minimizing249

the variance of NPV distribution irrespective of the worst-case and/or the250
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Figure 3: NPV distribution by applying optimal inputs from MO, MVO (with

different γ) and WCO to each ensemble member under geological uncertainty

best-case performance. In this case, for all solutions of MVO, the reduction251

of variance results in lower best-case and worst-case NPV values compared252

to MO. Hence MVO does not offer an attractive solution. With WCO, as ex-253

pected, the worst-case performance is improved, which is achieved at the cost254

of reducing the mean performance and also with an effect on the achievable255

best-case values. Interestingly, in this particular example, the WCO solution256

also results in a minimum variance which is a co-incidence and a result that257

can not be generalized. The numerical results are summarized in Table 1.258

As it is shown, WCO provides an attractive option to improve the worst-259

case NPV value compared to MVO under geological uncertainty. However,260

uncertain model parameters have a large range of variability, as is also indi-261

cated by the long tail of the NPV distribution in Fig. 3. Therefore, in this262

case, WCO may provide a conservative solution to improve the worst-case263
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Table 1: % change of the worst case and the average NPV values with WCO

in comparison with MO under geological uncertainty

MO WCO % change

Average NPV in million USD 45.3 44.6 1.54% decrease

Worst-case NPV in million USD 41.6 43.1 3.60% increase

value. The conservatism of WCO is connected to the modeling of uncertainty,264

i.e., if the considered ensemble contains an ’outlier’, the WCO is concerned265

only with the outlier and the solution is conservative. Furthermore, as it266

is observed that the mean value also decreases with improving worst-case267

value, an alternative way to maintain a given level of mean value is to use268

the formulation as given in eq. (8). For the case of geological uncertainty,269

as considered in this section, the mean-worst case approach JMWCO, as in270

eq. (8), is not considered because it requires multiple WCO solutions. This271

is computationally too expensive because of the large number of constraints272

required to cope with the slack variables; see eq. (7).273

3.2. Simulation examples under economic uncertainty274

Oil reservoirs typically have a producing life cycle between 10 and 100275

years. The economic variables that govern the NPV, especially the oil price276

ro, vary drastically over time and can not be precisely predicted. These un-277

known variations of oil prices are the key source of economic uncertainty.278

Therefore in this work, only varying oil prices are used to characterize eco-279

nomic uncertainty. A finite number of oil price scenarios ηi, i = 1, · · · , Neco280

from an uncertainty set U is used. There are various ways to predict the281
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future values of the changing oil prices. Different models, e.g., Prospective282

Outlook on Long-term Energy Systems (POLES) used by European Union283

and the French government, National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) of284

United States energy markets created at the U.S. Department of Energy,285

Energy Information Administration (EIA) etc., are used for energy prices286

prediction, for details see [35–38]. However, for this example a simplified287

Auto-Regressive-Moving-Average model (ARMA) model, see [39], is used to288

generate oil price time-series. This simplified approach can still represent the289

effect of varying oil prices. The ARMA model is defined as:290

rok = a0 +
6∑
i=1

airok−i +
6∑
i=1

biek−i, (9)291

292

where ek is a white-noise sequence and ai, bi are coefficients selected in an293

ad-hoc way.294

Two different oil price scenarios with the same base oil price of 471 [$/m3]295

and ensemble sizes, Neco, of 10 and 100 respectively are generated as shown296

in Fig. 4. A single realization, i.e., realization number 1, of the standard297

egg model as shown in Fig. 1 is used as a fixed model. In this example, an298

ensemble size, Neco, of 10 as shown in Fig. 4(a) is considered. The remaining299

economic parameters and the control inputs are the same as in the previous300

example.301

Results302

The MO and the WCO strategies are applied to the single model and303

the objective function, i.e., NPV, is evaluated with 10 oil price realizations,304

resulting in 10 different NPVs. The corresponding histogram is shown in305

Fig. 5. It can be seen that the worst-case value of the NPV distribution is306
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(a) Neco = 10 with mean value as

indicated by red dotted line

(b) Neco = 100

Figure 4: Oil price according to scenarios for uncertainty characterization

improved at the cost of a decrease in the mean value. Table 2 summarizes
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Figure 5: NPV histogram by applying optimal inputs from WCO and MO to the

single model realization with each member of the oil price ensemble (economic

uncertainty)

307
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the percentage increase and decrease of the worst-case NPV and the average308

NPV respectively.

Table 2: % change of the worst-case and the average NPV values with WCO

in comparison with MO under economic uncertainty

MO WCO % change

Average NPV in million USD 194 182 6.18% decrease

Worst-case NPV in million USD 136 142 4.41% increase

309

The MVO strategy as given in eq. (5), with the considered model real-310

ization and oil price ensemble, is implemented for various values of weighting311

parameter, i.e., γ ∈ {1× 10−8, 2× 10−8, 3× 10−8}. The results for the MVO312

and the WCO approaches are compared in Fig. 6. The corresponding approx-313

imate PDFs are obtained by applying a non-parametric KDE to these NPV314

values. The first observation is that, for this case of economic uncertainty,315

MVO does not reduce the worst-case values compared to the MO solution as316

was the case of for geological uncertainty. MVO is a symmetric measure, and317

hence the best-case values are also heavily penalized. For WCO, it can be318

observed that it improves the worst-case value without heavily compromising319

the best-case value compared to the MVO approach.320

The mean-worst case approach, JMWCO, as formulated in eq. (8), has321

now also been implemented. Fig. 7 shows the variation of the mean and322

the worst-case NPV values with respect to λ. As λ increases, the worst-case323

value is improved at the cost of reducing the mean value. MO has the highest324

mean with the lowest worst-case value. One of the challenges of using risk325
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Figure 6: NPV distribution by applying optimal inputs from MO, MVO (with

different γ) and WCO optimization to the single model realization with each

member of the oil price ensemble (economic uncertainty)

measures in water-flooding optimization is the non-convexity, and hence the326

problem of different local optima. For example, in this case, we expect that327

the worst-case value improves with an increasing value of λ, but at λ = 5328

we observe a different result. One of the possible reasons of this can be that329

the optimization has ended up in a local optimum and results in a lower330

worst-case NPV value. The numerical results are summarized in Table 3.331

As discussed in the previous section, WCO with economic uncertainty332

can be simplified to a single optimization with the worst-case oil price value333

over time and specially in the case of oil price scenarios as shown in Fig. 4(a),334

it is easy to identify the worst-case oil price scenario. A single optimization335

with the worst-case oil price is performed. Fig. 8 shows a comparison of336

the histogram of NPV values resulting from the worst-case formulation as337

in eq. (7) and from a single optimization with the worst oil price scenario.338
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Figure 7: Change in the average and the worst-case NPV values as a function

of λ

Table 3: Results for the mean-worst case approach under economic uncertainty

λ Mean Worst-case % decrease of % increase of

in million in million mean w.r.t worst-case

USD USD MO w.r.t MO

MO 194.6 136.9 - -

0.2 194.54 137.22 0.07% 0.18%

1 194.47 137.23 0.10% 0.19%

2 194.38 137.65 0.15% 0.49%

5 194.25 137.23 0.22% 0.18%

10 194.00 138.04 0.34% 0.78%

As expected both optimizations gives the same results. For the oil price339

realizations, 4(b), there are cross overs between the lowest two realizations,340

and therefore it is not possible to identify the worst-case realizations.341
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Figure 8: NPV histogram as a result of applying optimal inputs from WCO

to the single model realization with each member of the oil price ensemble

(economic uncertainty) compared to the input that results from nominal opti-

mization with the worst oil price realization

In conclusion, WCO provides an attractive option of asymmetrically shap-342

ing the NPV distribution under both geological and economic uncertainty,343

specifically when the decision maker is mainly concerned with the worst-case344

performance. Furthermore, to provide a good balance between the worst-case345

performance and the improvement in the mean value, the mean-WCO ap-346

proach is a preferred formulation as the balance can be achieved by tuning λ.347

As discussed in the previous section, WCO performance also depends upon348

uncertainty modeling, i.e., in the presence of a large variability in uncertainty349

set (an outlier in the considered ensemble), it may result in a solution that350

is very conservative. One possible way to avoid such a conservative solution351

is to use CVaR as a risk measure, which is motivated in the next section.352
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4. Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) optimization353

CVaR, introduced in [20], is a popular tool for managing risk in finance.354

It addresses the often overly conservative solution of the worst-case opti-355

mization by considering a class of worst cases and improves them without356

penalizing the best cases.357

For a random variable Ψ with cumulative distribution function (CDF)358

FΨ(z) = P{Ψ ≤ z}, the Value-at-Risk (VaR) (αβ) and CVaR (φβ) of Ψ with359

confidence level β ∈]0, 1[ are given as:360

αβ(Ψ) = max{z|FΨ(z) ≤ β},361

φβ(Ψ) = E[Ψ|Ψ ≤ αβ],362
363

where VaR (αβ) or chance constrained optimization [40] is a β−percentile of364

an objective function distribution. CVaR (φβ) is the expected value of all365

those points in the distribution which fall below the VaR value. Fig. 9 illus-366

trates the concepts of the worst case, VaR and CVaR for a given cumulative367

distribution function.368

For a function f(u, θ) that represents a loss distribution, where u ∈ U ⊆369

Rm is the decision vector and θ ∈ Rn is a random vector representing uncer-370

tainties, a simple auxiliary function Fβ on U × R for the computation of φβ371

has been introduced in [20], defined as follows:372

Fβ(u, α) = α +
1

1− β

∫
θ∈Rn

[f(u, θ)− α]+p(θ)dθ, (10)373

374

where [t]+ := max{t, 0}. It has also been shown in [20] that the φβ of the375

loss associated with any u ∈ U can be determined as follows:376

φβ(u) = min
α∈R

Fβ(u, α). (11)377

378
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Figure 9: Worst case, VaR and CVaR for a given CDF FΨ(z)

Furthermore, minimizing the φβ of the loss associated with u is equivalent379

to minimizing Fβ(u, α) over all (u, α) ∈ U × R, in the sense that380

min
u∈U

φβ(u) = min
(u,α)∈U×R

Fβ(u, α). (12)381

382

For the water-flooding optimization problem, we can write the mean-383

CVaR approach as:384

JMCV aR = JMO − ωJφβ , (13)385
386

where Jφβ represents the CVaR objective and ω ∈ R is a weighting parame-387

ter. This approach aims to maximize the mean value and minimize CVaR.388

As the sampling of the uncertainty space generates a collection of scenarios389

θ1, · · · ,θNgeo , the integral in the CVaR optimization formula in eq. (10) has390

to be approximated by a sum. For the NPV distribution, the CVaR is then391
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given by:392

Jφβ(u, α) = −α− 1

Ngeo(1− β)

Ngeo∑
i=1

min{Ji(u,θi)− α, 0}.393

394

Jφβ is non-differentiable and it can not be directly used with a gradient-based395

optimization method. A common approach to solve this problem, like in the396

max-min problem considered before, is to reformulate the problem using slack397

variables ti and additional constraints as follows:398

Jφβ(u, α) = {−α− 1

Ngeo(1− β)

Ngeo∑
i=1

ti},

s.t.

 ti ≤ Ji(u,θi)− α

ti ≤ 0
∀i.

399

400

Therefore, the optimization problem in eq. (13) (excluding the system dy-401

namics, initial conditions and input bound constraints) can be re-written402

as:403

max
u,α,t
{ 1

Ngeo

Ngeo∑
i=1

Ji(u,θi) + ωα + ω
1

Ngeo(1− β)

Ngeo∑
i=1

ti},

s.t.

 ti ≤ Ji(u,θi)− α

ti ≤ 0
∀i.

404

405

406

4.1. Simulation example under geological uncertainty407

The geological model uncertainty ensemble (the standard egg model),408

economic parameters and the control inputs are the same as used in the409

previous simulation example. The confidence interval β is chosen as 80%.410

Hence the CVaR equals the negative of an average of the 20% of the worst-411

case values. In the case of an ensemble size of 100, it is the average of the412
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worst 20 NPV values. The CVaR problem is optimized for different values of413

ω ∈ {0.5, 2, 2.5}. As there are no well-defined rules on how to choose ω, these414

values are chosen in an ad-hoc way. Furthermore, as discussed before, in case415

of a non-convex optimization such as NPV optimization where many local416

optima can be attained, the selection of ω requires some trials to see the effect417

of CVaR reduction. These trials are also computationally very expensive, and418

hence a systematic selection of ω is important and will be considered as a419

future research topic. The obtained CVaR-optimal strategies with different420

ω are applied to the ensemble of 100 reservoir model realizations, resulting in421

100 different NPVs. The corresponding approximate PDFs are obtained by422

applying KDE with MATLAB routine ’ksdensity ’ to these NPV values, with423

results as shown in Fig. 10. It can be observed that the NPV distribution

Figure 10: NPV distribution by applying optimal inputs from MO and CVaR

for different ω to each ensemble member under geological uncertainty

424

resulting from MO has a longer and lower tail than the other distributions..425

All CVaR strategies provide an improvement in the worst-case values but426
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this improvement is achieved at the expense of compromising the best-case427

values. The results also depend on the weighting parameter ω. In this case,428

ω = 0.5 provides better results in terms of improving the worst-case values429

with a minimum decrease of best-case values. The average value is also430

decreased with increasing ω. MVO solutions as shown in Fig. 3 do not offer431

an attractive solution because the worst case NPVs are reduced compared to432

both MO and mean-CVaR.433

The CVaR optimization problem is highly non-convex and computation-434

ally very demanding. A server computer having 20 physical cores has been435

used with the MATLAB parallel computing toolbox to reduce the time of436

computation. Furthermore, the approximation of the CVaR measure of eq.437

(10) provides a numerically stable estimate of CVaR for the situation of a438

high number of uncertainty samples [20]. However, due to the non-convexity439

of the optimization problem, many local optima are attained with different440

values of ω. In water-flooding optimization, increasing the number of geo-441

logical realizations will give a better CVaR approximation but at the cost of442

increasing the computational complexity.443

4.2. Simulation example under economic uncertainty444

In order to investigate CVaR optimization with economic uncertainty, an445

ensemble of 100 scenarios of oil prices, as shown in Fig. 4(b), is chosen.446

The confidence interval β is chosen as 80%, and the penalty parameter ω is447

ω ∈ {1, 2, 5}. These values are chosen in an ad-hoc way. The optimal strate-448

gies obtained from MO and mean-CVaR are applied to the reservoir model449

realization with each oil price scenario resulting in 100 different NPVs. As450

in the previous simulation examples, the corresponding approximate PDFs451
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are obtained by applying a non-parametric KDE to these NPV values, with452

results as shown in Fig. 11. It can be observed that economic uncertainty453

does not have a profound effect on the optimized strategies compared to454

geological uncertainty. The improvement in the worst-case values under eco-455

nomic uncertainty is less than expected. The CVaR risk measure, depending456

upon the confidence interval β, offers an asymmetric shaping of the NPV457

distribution by focusing only on the worst cases. The increase in the 20%458

worst-case values can be observed in the figure. Fig. 12 shows the change in
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8NPV in USD
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Figure 11: NPV distribution by applying optimal inputs from MO and CVaR

for different ω to model realization with each member of oil price ensemble

(economic uncertainty)

459

the CVaR values (the average of the 20% worst-case values) and the corre-460

sponding change in the average NPV as a function of ω. MO has the highest461

return with the lowest CVaR value. With an increasing value of ω, as the462

CVaR risk measure is the negative of CVaR value, risk is reduced at the cost463
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of compromising return. At ω = 10, an ’outlier’ is observed because probably464

the optimization has gotten stuck in a local optimum. The numerical results465

are summarized in Table 4.
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Figure 12: Change in average and CVaR NPV values as a function of ω

Table 4: Results for the mean-CVaR approach under economic uncertainty

ω Mean CVaR value % decrease of % increase of

in million in million mean w.r.t CVaR value

USD USD MO w.r.t MO

MO 188.51 156.34 - -

1 187.40 156.97 0.58% 0.40%

2 186.92 157.10 0.84% 0.48%

5 186.29 157.28 1.17% 0.60%

10 185.34 156.95 1.68% 0.39%

466
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To compare the mean-CVaR and MVO approaches in terms of improving467

the worst-case value without heavily penalizing the best-case value, MVO is468

also implemented for the oil price scenarios as shown in Fig. 4(b) for different469

values of the weighting parameter, i.e., γ ∈ {1× 10−8, 0.5× 10−8, 1× 10−7}.470

The results for the MVO and MO optimal strategies are shown in Fig. 13. It471

can be seen that, due to the reduction of variance, the best cases are heavily472

penalized with a small improvement in the worst-case values compared to a473

mean-CVaR approach as shown in Fig. 11.
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Figure 13: NPV distribution by applying optimal inputs from MO and MVO for

different γ to the single model realization with each member of the oil price

ensemble (economic uncertainty)

474

In conclusion, CVaR with either geological or economic uncertainty pro-475

vides an attractive opportunity for asymmetrically shaping the NPV distri-476

bution. Compared to WCO, it also reduces the conservatism of the solution477

by considering a class of worst-cases as defined with the confidence inter-478

val β. With the parameter β, the level of conservatism can be controlled.479
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One of the main challenges with CVaR in water-flooding optimization is the480

computational complexity and non-convexity of the original water-flooding481

optimization. As a consequence, finding a proper weight, ω, in mean-CVaR482

becomes a difficult task.483

5. Semi-variance optimization484

Standard semi-deviation or semi-variance has been originally introduced485

in [9]. Semi-variance is a measure of dispersion, defined as the expected486

squared deviation from the mean, for only those points that fall below or487

above the mean. Therefore, it measures the down/up-side risk of an objective488

function distribution and provides an asymmetric treatment of the NPV489

distribution. For the random variable Ψ, the semi variance is defined as:490

Var+(Ψ) = E[max{Ψ− EΨ, 0}]2, (14)491

Var−(Ψ) = E[max{EΨ−Ψ, 0}]2, (15)492
493

where Var+ characterizes the spread of the values of Ψ greater than the mean494

EΨ, and Var− the spread of the lower tail. With an NPV objective the worst495

cases are represented by the lower tail and the maximization of these worst-496

case values is the main concern. Therefore, Var− is minimized in a weighted497

mean-semi-variance (MSV) formulation as follows:498

JMSV = JMO − γJVar− , (16)499
500

where JMO is the average objective, JVar− represents the semi variance ob-501

jective and γ ∈ R is the weighting parameter.502
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Consider the case of geological uncertainty with an ensemble of Ngeo503

model realizations. The sample semi-variance is then given as:504

JVar− =
1

(Ngeo − 1)

Ngeo∑
i=1

max{JMO − Ji, 0}2. (17)505

506

Therefore, eq. (16) becomes:507

JMSV = JMO − γ
1

(Ngeo − 1)

Ngeo∑
i=1

max{JMO − Ji, 0}2.508

509

The above JMSV is non-differentable due to the ’max’ operator. To use a510

gradient-based optimization routine, a common approach, as applied earlier511

in the worst-case and CVaR formulations, is to replace the ’max’ operator512

by introducing slack variables ti and additional constraints. The mean-semi513

variance optimization problem can then be written as follows:514

max
u,t

JMSV = JMO − γ
1

(Ngeo − 1)

Ngeo∑
i=1

t2i ,

s.t.

 ti ≥ JMO − Ji
ti ≥ 0

∀i.

(18)515

516

517

5.1. Simulation example under geological uncertainty518

The geological model ensemble (standard egg model), economic parame-519

ters and the control inputs are the same as used in the previous simulation520

examples. The mean-semi variance problem is optimized for different values521

of γ ∈ {2 × 10−8, 3 × 10−8, 5 × 10−8}. As discussed before, the selection of522

these values is a difficult problem and requires some trials to see the effect of523

semi-variance optimization. The corresponding approximate PDFs are ob-524

tained by applying KDE with MATLAB routine ’ksdensity ’ and are displayed525
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Figure 14: NPV distribution by applying optimal inputs from MO and mean-

semi variance for different γ to each ensemble member under geological un-

certainty

in Fig. 14. Similarly to MVO, in MSV the reduction of semi-variance can526

be achieved irrespective of the worst-case and the best-case performance. In527

this case, MSV results in a undesirable decrease of both worst-case values528

and mean values. Hence this does not provide an attractive solution with529

the given geological uncertainty. One possible way to improve the result is530

by using an additional constraint on the worst-case value such that the it531

remains closed to the one obtained from MO approach.532

5.2. Simulation example under economic uncertainty533

The oil price scenarios as shown in Fig. 4(b) are used. The remaining534

economic parameters and the control inputs are the same as in the previous535

examples under economic uncertainty. A single realization of the standard536

egg model as shown in Fig. 1 is used. The mean-semi variance problem with537
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economic uncertainty is optimized for different values of γ ∈ {5 × 10−8, 8 ×538

10−8, 1×10−7}, which are selected in an ad-hoc way. The obtained strategies539

are applied to the single reservoir model with 100 oil price scenarios, resulting540

in 100 NPV values. The corresponding PDFs are shown in Fig. 15. In

Figure 15: NPV distribution by applying optimal inputs from MO and mean-

semivariance for different γ to model realization with each member of oil price

ensemble (economic uncertainty)

541

this case, it improves the worst-case values unlike in the case of geological542

uncertainty. The improvement is achieved at the cost of compromising the543

mean and the best-case values.544

6. Conclusion545

We have evaluated the use of downside risk and deviation measures to546

provide an asymmetric shaping of the NPV distribution. For this purpose,547

worst-case optimization, CVaR and semi-variance have been considered. Ap-548

plication of these measures with geological uncertainty leads to attractive549
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results by improving the worst-case performance without heavily compro-550

mising the best-case values as compared to a symmetric mean-variance op-551

timization. For the case of economic uncertainty, the improvement is less552

than expected. With the mean semi-variance (MSV) approach, and for the553

example considered, the reduction of semi-variance may not necessarily im-554

prove the worst-case value. To avoid this effect, a constraint on the minimal555

achieved worst-case value can be added. Similarly, if the decision maker is556

not willing to compromise the best-case or the mean value, additional con-557

straints on these values can also be added. Selection of a preferred risk and558

deviation measure depends on the risk-return attitude of the decision maker,559

i.e., how much he is willing to compromise the returns for a given level of560

risk. Furthermore, it also depends upon other factors, such as conservatism561

of the solution and computational complexity. In presence of high-computing562

power, CVaR is a preferred risk measure as it provides a less conservative563

solution and, for a given confidence, considers a set of worst-case values.564
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Acronyms565

ARMA = Auto-Regressive Moving Average

CDF = Cumulative Distribution Function

CVaR = Conditional Value-at-Risk

EIA = Energy Information Administration

KDE = Kernel Density Estimation

MO = Mean Optimization

MPC = Model Predictive Control

MRST = Matlab Reservoir Simulation Toolbox

MSV = Mean Semi Variance

MVO = Mean Variance Optimization

MWCO = Mean Worst Case Optimization

NEMS = National Energy Modeling Systems

NPV = Net Present Value

POLES = Prospective Outlook on Long-term Energy Systems

TE = Time Explicit

VaR = Value-at-Risk

WCO = Worst Case Optimization
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